
 

 

Enjoy the Tea …. 

 

A group of friends, all well established in career, either into business or jobs, gathered on a social 

function at common friend’s place. All started talking about old school days and started comparing those 

beautiful moments of life with the current tensed life situations. All were taking out frustrations and 

stresses. Suddenly the host friend remembered that he also had invited their school principal who was 

known as a problem solver sir during their school times. So he suggested ‘let’s go to the sir, as he is here 

only and let’s find out some solution to our problems.’ Everyone agreed and they went to the old 

principal. 

 

Old principal heard every one and after listening to all the cries, he smiled and said I have a solution to 

your problems and it’s a very simple one. All were astonished and eager to know the secret solution to 

their problems. He said let’s we all have a cup of tea and then I will tell you the solution. The host 

student brought a large pot filled of tasty tea and assorted types cups like: glass, plastic, single colored, 

multi colored, ceramic and some expensive ones.  

When everyone had a cup of tea in hand, the principal stood up and started speaking the solution:  

“If you all have noticed, when tea pot and cup arrived, the expensive or the nice cups were taken first by 

you all, where the tea inside the cup was of the same source and same taste and quality. Still you 

wanted to have better cup and you all were just checking with each other that which cup he has got? 

You all wanted to have tea and cups were just a mere tool to have it, instead understanding that you 

were in race to find a better cup.” 

….Life is Tea, the profession weather a job or a business, money and society 

position, all are just the cups which hold and contain the tea called life. Quality 

of life-Tea doesn’t change but we don’t enjoy the tea- life by concentrating only 

on cups. So rather looking for cups, focus and enjoy the Tea.  


